Abstract
Preliminary results
For the sake of convenience to the reader, we recall some definitions. They also appear in [2] .
A filter T in a pre-uniform space (X, U) is U-Cauchy if for every cover α ∈ U, we have T ∩ α = ∅.
A U-Cauchy filter T in a pre-uniform space is U-round if for every F 0 ∈ T , there exists a cover α ∈ U such that S * T (T , α) ⊂ F 0 , where :
U-round filters T in a Hausdorff pre-uniform space (X, U) satisfy the following conditions: (See [2, Theorem 3.8.4 and 3.8.5]) .
1) For every p ∈ X, T adheres to p if and only if T converges to p.

2) Every neighborhood filter is U-round
As a consequence of 1), in Hausdorff pre-uniform spaces, a U-round filter T is either non-adherent or converges to a unique point.
An ultrafilter of open sets in a topological space (X, τ ) is a non-empty subfamily G of τ − {∅} satisfying :
Likewise U-round filters, an ultrafilter of open sets in a Hausdorff space X is either non-adherent or converges to a unique point.
Hausdorff An open cover α of a topological space X is densely finite if there exists a finite subfamily
The family U of densely finite covers of a Hausdorff space (X, τ ) constitutes a compatible pre-uniform basis which satisfies the condition : **) Every U-Cauchy filter contains a U-round filter.
By [5] , (X, U) has a canonical completion ( X, U) and the topology τ U is Hausdorff closed. X consists of all the U-round filters and U consists of all the extension covers α (α ∈ U), where
The canonical embedding h : X → X assigns to each p ∈ X, its neighborhood filter μ p . Theorem 2.6 in [3] establishes that a non-adherent filter T in (X, U) is Uround if and only if T has as a basis an ultrafilter of open sets.
Besides the completion ( X, U), (X, τ ) has its Katetov extension kX, where:
The resulting topology of kX turns out to be Hausdorff closed and kX − X is a closed discrete subspace without interior points, and hence X is open and dense in kX.
We wonder what is the relation between kX and X. We recall first some definitions :
A ⊆ X is C-discrete (with respect to X) if for each a ∈ A, there exists an open set U a such that a ∈ U a and the family {U a | a ∈ A} is discrete (with respect to X).
The following equivalence is well known (see, for instance [4] 
Main result
We give a sufficient condition on a Tychonoff space X which insures that the extensions X and kX are non-equivalent.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a non-compact Tychonoff space where every open set with non-compact closure is wide. Then X − h(X) is dense in itself, where h : (X, U) → ( X, U ) is the canonical embedding of X into X.
Proof. Let us take any element ξ ∈ X − X (we identify each point p ∈ X with its neighborhood filter). Let U be an open set in X such that ξ ∈ U . Therefore, U ∈ ξ. Since the round filter ξ is non-adherent, U − cannot be compact. By hypothesis, U is wide. We can now topologize Z with the help of these filter bases μ z and convert it into a Hausdorff, non-regular, extension of X. To see that Z is Hausdorff closed, we consider a cover of Z consisting of elements of the filterbases μ z . Since
is compact in the usual topology of R 2 , we could get a finite subcover for this space if we adjoin to the elements of μ z (z ∈ Z − X) their radii in the X-axis. Therefore, the original cover has a finite subfamily which covers X (recall X is dense in Z). This argument proves that every open cover of Z is densely finite, and hence Z is Hausdorff closed (see [1] ). Clearly the remainder Z − X is closed and discrete. For each point z ∈ Z − X, we can find an infinite family of ultrafilters of open sets in X which have z as a convergence point. This remark proves that Z is not equivalent to X neither to kX, because in these extensions, every point of the remainder is the convergence point of a unique ultrafilter of open sets in X.
